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Archives

If you are a past officer or committee chair with correspondence, reports, or other Chapter documents, please send materials from your files to the Southeastern Chapter Archives, c/o Ed Edmonds, Law Librarian, Loyola University Law Library, 7214 St. Charles Avenue, New Orleans, Louisiana 70118. Ed is especially interested in information on each committee for the Southeastern Chapter Handbook and materials related to SEALL’s history. Furthermore, complete files allow the Archives to function as a better clearinghouse of information for current offices and committee chairs.

Publications Committee - State Practice Materials Project

A major Publications Committee project for 1990-1991 is the creation of an annotated bibliography of state practice oriented materials for all states in the Chapter. Committee chair Ed Edmonds is seeking a state coordinator or coordinators for each state. The coordinator will be responsible for updating the listing of state practice materials that was published in the Southeastern Law Librarian between 1982 to 1985 and establishing a committee to write the annotations. Cynthia Jones, Chaffe, McCall, Phillips, Toler & Sarpy, New Orleans, Louisiana, and Lisa Williams, Parker, Poe, Adams & Bernstein, Raleigh, North Carolina, have already agreed to coordinate activities for their states. If you are interested in participating in the project please contact Ed at Loyola University Law Library, 7214 St. Charles Avenue, New Orleans, LA 70118 504-861-5543.